
As a Native-owned social news media company,
VNN recognizes the unique historical and cultural
circumstances of Native Americans and seeks to
address the disparities that have persisted within
these communities for generations.

Native American communities have a long 
history of injustices, including forced 
relocation, allotment swindling, and cultural
suppression. Our work to promote social 
justice for Native Americans ensures fairness,
dignity, and equitable access to opportunity.

Mainstream stereotypes, misrepresentations, 
and biased narratives continue to harm Native
American communities, at the same time they are
targeted by disinformation and misinformation
campaigns. We work to counter these campaigns
by being a champion of accurate information and
reflection, demonstrated through our work 
relating to community issues and history. 

Our work also helps preserve Native American
culture, enabling our community members 
to pass down their heritage to future 
generations.

Why You Should Support Our

Native District

DISTRICTS Native | Female | Literacy

Pledge Your Support Today!

mailto:bharlow@verifiednews.network


Native District benefactors receive
the following annual benefits
according to their contribution level: 

DISTRICTS Native | Female | Literacy

Recurring VNN in-ap ads 
Recognition on the VNN website
Quarterly District Impact newsletter
Name on annual event promotional materials
Dedicated annual email

Native District Advocate $1,000

Recurring VNN in-ap ads 
Recognition on the VNN website
Quarterly District Impact newsletter
Quarterly Native news story sponsorship 
Private District Pre-Event Mixer and access to
annual District Event - Indigenous Allyship Dinner 
Opportunity to speak at annual District Event
Logo on annual event promotional materials 
Dedicated annual email 

Native District Visionary $5,000

Native District Executive $3,000 

Recurring VNN in-ap ads 
Recognition on the VNN website
Quarterly District Impact newsletter
Quarterly Native news story sponsorship 
Logo on annual event promotional materials
Dedicated annual email 

By becoming a Native District benefactor,
your organization plays a pivotal role in
fostering an informed and engaged Native
community. Thank you for your support!


